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ABSTRACT 

A secured protocol is defined for permanent authentication through continuous user verification. The protocol determines 

respective timeouts based on the quality, frequency and type of biometric data transparently acquired from the user. But the 

existing system does not own an identity of the user interacted with the system. The main mechanism of proposed framework 

includes object tracking for user interrupted motions, and colour profile variation, edge detection based variation and the usage 

of immediate motions. For the initialization of colour based tracking, extend a Bitmap Algorithm for robotically initializing 

contours at the first frame. For user interaction-based contour evolution, the anonymous shape in sequence and the local basis 

information are joined to compare the colour, for the handling of unexpected motions; pixel block is accepted to capture the 

global activity which is functional to the outline in the current frame to make an initial contour in the next frame. 

Keywords—video frame, pixel matching, compare images, Bitmap Algorithm 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

These days examination is going ahead in the field of wrongdoing discovery and avoidance in the major places. Be that as it 

may, till now there is no best in class innovation came in the field of CCTV camera. So the proposed system of planning and 

execution of security for CCTV Camera are conceived from the perception of our genuine idea around us. In the course of 

recent decades customers have come to rely on upon and trust the CCTV to advantageously meet their managing an account 

needs. Lately there has been an expansion of CCTV cheats over the globe. The suspicious activity in CCTV are numerous. The 

suspicious item's visual properties with the goal that it can be precisely sectioned from recordings. 

 

From the topic, that the target of the project is using CCTV Camera to achieve the target of the “motion detection”. Motion 

Detection is an application to take a picture from a web cam every period of time (make it the current picture) and compare it 

with a previous picture and if we find a any difference between them we will save both pictures else will free memory from the 

old picture and make the new picture the current picture. For detecting an object we are going to convert the video into image 

we are using frame mechanism to convert the object from one motion to another motion. It will capture the image that is major 

difference in the object. Once the video is captured automatically it will be saved in local disk that is it will not store in server. 

The space available for capturing video to image takes less space when compared to server space. 

 

In this module the first image was captured and it is stored the temporary buffer and next process is capturing the second image. 

Bitmap Algorithm was used to compare the first image with second image to find the difference, if the difference occurred the 

first image and the second image was stored in the storage folder. Difference between first image and second image occurs 

both image are saved in the storage folder. The software has been installed or device to be connected or not. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

L.A.,Chan, et.al (5) suggested a new classical for dynamic contours to distinguish items in a particular image, based on 

techniques of curve evolution, Mumford-Shah (1989) functional for segmentation &level sets. Using this model can perceive 

objects whose boundaries are not automatically distinct by the gradient. They minimize an vitality which can be seen as a 

individual case of the nominal divider problem. In the level set preparation, the difficult converts a “mean-curvature flow”-like 

developing the active contour, which will break on the anticipated boundary. However, the stopping term does not depend on 

the incline of the image, as in the conventional active contour models, but is in its place associated to a individual segmentation 
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of the image. We give a numerical algorithm using predetermined differences. Lastly, many experimental outcomes and in 

particular some samples for which the classical methods based on the gradient are not applicable. Also, the preliminary curve 

can be somewhere in the image, and interior contours are spontaneously detected 

C. Stauffer, et.al (8) collective scheme for real-time segmentation of moving areas in image sequences comprises “background 

subtraction,” or thresholding the error concerning an estimate of the image without moving objects and the present image. The 

abundant methodologies to this problematic differ in the type of background prototypical used and the technique used to 

modernize the model. This journal deliberates sculpting each pixel as a combination of Gaussians and using an on-line 

calculation to update the model. The Gaussian distributions of the adaptive mixture prototypical are then estimated to govern 

which are most likely to result from a contextual process. Each pixel is categorized based on whether the Gaussian distribution 

which characterizes it most successfully is deliberated part of the background model. 

 

C. Bibby et.al (10), The visual tracing is the main progression in judging the spot of moving object over time by means of a 

camera. Object tracking is challenging task when the object travels fast comparative to the frame rate. The active contour 

algorithm is used for chasing the object in a given frame of an image sequence. In videos certain object indication can be 

followed by using stationary cameras but in touching camera the particular item cannot be extracted from background 

subtraction. 

 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the existing system the problem is sophisticated, implementation cost too high and limited input. Today, technology is 

moving towards the future environment.  The current technique involves designing a new Script and code the new script which 

will consume more time. Every change in the situation requires reassessment of the existing engine and so modification to an 

existing content is not an easy process.   

The Existing system doesn’t have so much of supports to the user interface.  So it induced me to develop such an application 

which is able to help the users. 

Drawbacks 

• Space required on hard disk is very extreme. 

• Very Slow processing 

• External Devices are Used 

• No Comparison 

 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

4.1 Pre-processing and image capturing 

This paper proposes two novel contributions. First, an habitual method for user movement in far-field surveillance scenarios is 

presented not requiring user intervention. This basically comprises the detection of multiple moving objects in a video sequence 

through the detection of the active regions, followed by the estimation of the velocity fields that is accomplished by performing 

region matching of the above regions at consecutive time instants. 

 

4.2 Segmentation 

Reconnaissance and observing frameworks require the division of all moving articles in a video succession. To be sure, division 

is a vital stage since it impacts the presentation of different modules. It plans to identify objects of interest in the video transfer, 

utilizing their visual and movement properties. 

 

It assumes a critical part since it lessens how much data to be handled by higher handling levels, for example object following, 

order or acknowledgment; and finds the place of the objectives. A large spectrum of detection algorithms have been proposed, 

that can be broadly classified into the following classes: (i) statistical approaches, (ii) non-statistical approaches, and (iii) spatio-

temporal approaches. 

 

A few techniques have been proposed, contingent upon the trouble to be tended to. For example, to manage the phantoms a 

few works are accessible. Concerning the shadow of non-fixed foundations, two sorts of changes must be thought of: slow 

changes and quick changes. Versatile models and edges have been utilized to manage slow foundation changes. 
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These strategies recursively update the foundation boundaries and edges to follow the development of the boundaries in 

nonstationary working conditions. To adapt to unexpected changes, different model procedures have been proposed just as 

prescient stochastic models. 

 

Spatio-Temporal Based Approaches: Another class of calculations depends on spatio-transient division of the video signal. 

These strategies attempt to identify moving areas considering not just the transient development of the pixel powers and shading 

yet additionally their spatial properties. Division is acted in a 3D locale of picture time space, thinking about the worldly 

advancement of neighbor pixels. This should be possible in more ways than one e.g., by utilizing spatio-transient entropy, 

joined with morphological activities. 

 

5. ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM 

Architecture diagram projects the execution method of the proposed system. 

 

 
Figure 1. System Architecture 

 

The architecture diagram depicts the flow of execution of the proposed system. To achieve the proposed system the user has to 

use a CCTV Camera / Web Camera in order to take the photographs continuously. The photos are tagged as Frame 1 and Frame 

2. The system has to compare the two frames using the Pixel matching algorithm and Edge Detection Algorithm. The system 

will generate the result if any difference is found between two images. If difference between the two images are high the system 

saves the first frame in the storage and makes the second frame as frame 1 and then this process will continue for endlessly. If 

no differences are found the system simply tags the second image as frame 1 and then continue this process for infinitely. 

 

6. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

Device Selector: 

The application detects whether the camera is connected in the system. After selecting the device by clicking the select button 

it is ready to capture the image. 

 

Image Capture: 

To do this perform we are using the namespace dshownet and to view the picture dshownet.device namespace was used. To do 

the image processing we created a class file which is named as imageprocessing.cs. In image processing us using bitmap 

algorithm to do performance on each bits. RGB Matrix in RGB matrix the colour picture was converted into black and white. 

In black white picture serialization and de serialization was performed. Serialization means object into binary. De serialization 

means converting binary into object. After finishing this process again this b/w picture was converted into colour picture. In 

this module we can capture image by using web cam. 

 

Comparison: 

In this module the first image was captured and it is stored the temporary buffer and next process is capturing the second image. 

Bitmap Algorithm was used to compare the first image with second image to find the difference, if the difference occurs the 

first image and the second image was stored in the storage folder. 
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Image Storage: 

Difference between first image and second image occurs both image are saved in the storage folder. 

 

7. INPUT/OUTPUT 

The input is given using web camera and the output returns the captured image. The system detects any changes in colour, 

histogram, edge detection and any object. If any changes happens then it simply captures the photo and save it in the storage 

 

Input 

 
 

Output 

 

 
 

8. CONCLUSION 

CCTV camera supervision standard is highly developed video supervision software. End User can smoothly keep an eye on 

home, office or any other premise 24-hours a day. Time stamped picture detain let consumer capture information of proceedings 

specifically when they take place. Basically hook up a USB Camera to your PC. Dissimilar surroundings have singular 

examination requirements. A great capability like a parking lot, store, or hall cannot be observed professionally by a single 

camera. Move forward in PC based supervision software now allocate everyone with a webcam to set of connections a robust, 

successful and economical supervision organization. 

 

After the completion of the thesis the problems in the existing system will be addressed. The Novel Image Capturing Technique 

Using Bitmap is computerized to reduce human errors and to increase the efficiency. The main focus of this project is to lessen 

human efforts. The maintenance of the records is made efficient, as all the records are stored in the Hard Disk database, through 

which data can be retrieved easily. 

In this project the user will be monitored using the web cam automatically. The cam should take images if there any transaction 

is done by the user. The list of captured image can be viewed by the user in this application itself. 

10.  FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

The internet protocol (IP) based structure of the new surveillance systems takes into consideration versatility, adaptability, and 

digital security. Different encoding and translating gauges transport the video stream (MPEG4 CODEC is the standard utilized 

today). Other than the CODEC work, picture pre-and post-handling improves the photo quality progressively with low 

dormancy.. 
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